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SEAndroid is now mandatory from Android 5.0 

OEMs can benefit from more sophisticated, Android-aware tools 
 

We manually analyzed OEM modifications to 
SEAndroid policies through 

§  Quantitative analysis: policy size, types, type 
transitions, allowed rules, attributes etc.  

§  Security analysis and heuristics: 

§  Use of insecure defaults 

§  Potentially dangerous rules 
      allow hal proc_security : file { write getattr open };  

§  Unnecessary/unreachable rules 
      allow untrusted_app tee_exec : file { read getattr execute open } ; 

§  No separate domains/keys for OEM apps 

§  Accumulation of permissions in pre-installed 
app domains (e.g., system_app) 

Outcome: Existing SELinux tools insufficient 
for Android. We need to build tools that are 

§  Aware of both AOSP policy & the system state 

§  Aware of common mistakes and flaws 
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Goal: A suite of tools to aid understanding 
system impact of SEAndroid policies 
§  SEAL: SEAndroid Analytics Library 

SEALv1 facilitates live device analysis, e.g., 
§  Given process name, find files it can access 
§  Given file, find processes than can access it 

Future work: extend SEAL suite with tools 
§  With built-in knowledge of SEAndroid 

reference policy, e.g., sensitive types 
§  To help developers and researchers visualize 

and comprehend complex policies 
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Results of quantitative analysis for selected OEMs  https://se-sy.org/projects/seal 


